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Lecture 23 : Interior reconstruction in

'

ADSICFT

9h the last lecture
,
we described paradoxes

that suggested that typical microstates
of large Ads black holes did
not have smooth interiors

.

We will turn shortly to a resolution
of these paradoxes via state dependence

However , to start with
,
we

'

do expect
that

, despite the paradoxes, at

least some microstates do have
smooth interiors .

Say It> is such a microstate .

How do we describe the bh interior?



The question is as follows
.

9h AISICFT
,
we have a well-defined

boundary theory and a well-defined

space of operators .

so if we consider a bulk scalar field

say locker , s)

it must map to some operators in

the CFT
.

What are those operators, when throng:p



First
,
we remind ourselves of the mapping

when r 7 Thor -

consider a bulk scalar field
,
⑦Air ,s)

There is a boundary operator dual
to this field

Oct
, s
) = dim r

's locker
,s)

→a

consider the Fourier modes of this

operator
of,e

Frequency Spherical harmonic .



Then outside the horizon
,
we simply

write

⑦ Ct ,r,r) = E owde-iwtyekdfw.ec)
where

Fuse is fixed by CB- m2) 10=0

and Ling Eye Cr) = #

a) We will now drop the
'
'l

"

index ,
since it plays no role in our setting

b) As usual , we can define aw = Owlrffw
so that [ aw

,
auf 3=1

These are what enter the expression
for ④ .



c) There are some subtleties in how to interpret
this in position space , but otherwise the mapping
above completely solves the problem
outside the horizon

.

So the question now is :

what is the description of
the raw in the boundary
theory ?

Obviously , we cannot set Tew L Ow
,

and
so we need some other idea.



The idea is to define operators that
have the "

right correlations " with
aw

To make this more precise , we need
the notion of

as the little Hilbert space

b) Equilibrium States .



I

Little Hilbert space : Background

the key physical point is that the

operators Tew need to have the

right properties only within

simple correlation functions .

This means that we expect that

< th 'A ④Coincide) B) t)

to take on certain values provided
A and B are not too

complicated .

-For instance , if we choose BINE IS>
T
Ads vacuum



then we have no expectations
-

for what the correlation of
'

locrinside)
should be

.

What do we mean by a simple operator ?

We are looking for a physical notion
of

"

simple
"
→ corresponding to physically feasible

experiments for an infilling
observer .

But if Asim.

is the set of

simple operators , we also look for

some mathematical properties.



1) Asim is a complex vector space
of operators closed under
Hermitian - conjugation .

Ai E Asim ⇒ Ait E Asim

Ai
, Aj E Asim ⇒ C

,
AitcAj E Asim .

as we require that

dime Asim) sees

where es is the entropy of the
ch we are interested in

3) For now, we exclude the Hamiltonian
and other conserved charges .

H # Asim .



This is not because these are not

simple observables.

It is only because they require
special treatment
-

u) Asim is not an algebra .

Ai
, Aj E Asim # Ai Aj E Asim .

But we would like that for
' '

many
"

observables
, products are also

within the set .



There is no unique choice of Asim
.

9h arXiv : 1370.6335 where these

issues were first discussed
,
the following

choice of Asim was made
.

Let aw be the operators described
earlier [ modes of boundary operators ,
with rescaling]
Consider polynomials in these operators
with some cutoff on their order

Asim = Spartans , Aw ,
,
Aw

,
Awa

, Awf Awa i . . . .

Aw
, aus -

- - Away a+wq+
,

-
- - a'Iq+p c - r - }



the cutoff is necessary to ensure

dim ( Asim) Kes

we see this set also has the other

desired properties

For low order polynomials , Ai , Aj

Ai Aj E Asim
but if Ai

, Aj have high enough order

Ai Aj Et Asim

It is possible to make other choices
for Asim Cire . not choose the set

of low - order polynomials or instead consider

projection operators or bounded operators or



something else . .
. )

Here we will continue to think in terms
of polynomials .

No annihilation property- -

since dim ( Asim) Le es
,
we expect

that

Ai It> to
,
f Ai E Asim

There is a simple physical reason for
this : we don't expect simple operations



by an infilling observer to annihilate
the state .

More mathematically, in a es dimensional
space , we expect the hull - set of
a set of operators of divorcees
to have high codimension .

So only a set of measure o is

expected to be annihilated by the
Ai

.

NeverThess
,
there are some States

that may be annihilated by
elements of Asim .

Ai It> =0 for Ai E Asim ⇒ we cannot
construct the interior and we

do not expect a smooth horizon .



Little Hilbert space

- we can now finally define the
little Hilbert space

Ht = Asim It?

i. e . the space of States obtained

by acting on the original microstate

with all possible simple operators .

This is also called the cede subspace
but this concept was originally introduced in
the context of black holes and

later adopted to quantum error
correction .



Notice

dim (Hy) = dimfh-siml-DK.es

We can picture this as follows

• It>

Tax

TH space



we need one more notion before we

define interior operators :

eugiibrivm states

Physically we want to consider

States where the black hole
has settled down and distinguish
them from those where it has

not -

one way to define such States is
to consider

Xp Ct) = Ltte
'

'Ht

Ape
-iHtµy
Ap E Asim



Then
,
we would like

Ixpct) -Kpco) I ~ oce
- Sk)

for long- enough times t .

[Recall this is what we expect
For observables long enough after
the perturbation .

See last lecture]
so equilibrium stakes are those that
are time- independent . for this
discussion

this notion may require refinement
but this is an open problem



Mirror operators

we are now in a position to
define the interior operators
for an equilibrium state .

Pick a basis of operators for Ht .

Let denote elements of this basis

by
lvm> = Am 147

,
Am C- Asim

Then we define the operator

Ew I Vm> = 1am>

where turn> = Ame
-Bwtawt It)



This definition
-
should be extended

to all of Hu by linearity
More specifically set gmn so that

D

Egmntvnlvp> = 8hpm
f- 1

Then

anew =
② gmnlum> Ant
M ,n=I



Similarly

auf turn> = EB
"-

Amane It >

This definition automatically specifies how a

polynomial of the mirror operators acts

For instance
,

ctwawt It> = Tw e Bwtaw It) .

[Using rule for aft 3

Now we use the rule for AT

Iw @Bwkaw It> = e.

But
aw e-Bwkgwt 1µg



+

= awaw It >

In general we can also use

In Am It> = Am e-
BHK

Ante
BHA
It?

Two - point functions

our definition of mirror operators satisfies
the correlations required for a smooth
horizon



Notice

< thaw ate It> = < thaw atwlt>

[By the previous calculation]

= 1-

I - e
-BW

Also not

LH Tew aw It> = < Haw awt It> e
-Buk -

e
-Buk

=
-

I - e
-Bw

as required .



Commutators

An important aspect of this
"
mirror

-operator " construction was that it
ensured that the mirror operator
commuted with simple operators
inside correlates

Historically , the puzzle was as follows

[ which AMPS articulated .]

Consider a quantum field with

operators aw
,

and gut. .

[discretized]

Then there is re operator

that commutes exactly with aw
;

and day.

since polynomials of



these operators generate the entire
algebra .

However notice that

AT An It> = e-Bwtanawtllu)
= An Tw It>

SO

[Ew ,
An] It> e- 0

Therefore the commutator of the
mirror operators with simple operator
annihilates the state

.



Therefore within simple correlates

< tl Am [Few , Aq] Ap 147=0

But

[Ew , Ag] to asperaFor .


